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1)

There is no such thing as “national debt”!

1.

Did you as an individual borrow from some unknown creditor or creditors to enslave yourself and your offspring to indentured servitude?
There is no such thing as “national debt”!

2.

Did you authorize anyone in your behalf to consign your livelihood to one of servitude to anyone or anything by your own free will? There is
no such thing as “national debt”!

3.

Let the creditors that claim billions of souls owe them personally come forward; if they dare! There is no such thing as “national debt”!

4.

Especially in the United States of America
1.
i.
The founders, persons of wisdom, knowledge and understanding, identified that
government was necessary to SERVE the people; hence the term “public servants”; NOT the other way around! If there is any
debt it is to us the people; NOT the other way around! THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS “NATIONAL DEBT”!

2.

ii.
Persons are elected and selected as public servants in a form of government that is
“consent by the governed”. THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS “NATIONAL DEBT”!
1.
I gave no and will never give consent to pay greedy corrupt politicians tribute in the form of excessive taxation!
THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS “NATIONAL DEBT”!

2.

5.

I gave no and will never give consent to have armed goons break our doors down and steal house, home, business
or anything from my person or any other free born United States citizen by armed force in the name of the IRS or
any other illegal entity currently or futuristically in operation in the United States of America! THERE IS NO SUCH
THING AS “NATIONAL DEBT”!

3.

iii.
I gave no and will never give consent that any private person or corporate entity or
any organization or establishment of any kind (like the Federal Reserve) has the right to mint money out of thin air; then charge
me as a member of the free born citizens of the United States of America real tangible assets, time, energy or work in exchange
for their play money! THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS “NATIONAL DEBT”!

4.

iv.
In fact, the founders of the United States of America gave this power to the people to
print currency as necessary for the operations and solvency of the United States of America; therefore any politician claiming
there is a national debt is guilty of deceit, fraud and perhaps even treason! THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS “NATIONAL
DEBT”!

5.

v.
Taxation always has been and always will be a form of oppression by persons who
claim all the rest of us exist to pay them tribute! We declared independence from Britain under such oppression and it is time
the free born citizens of the United States of America embraced and regained their heritage! WE ARE FREE! NO MORE
TAXES! THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS “NATIONAL DEBT”!

6.

vi.
Politicians, law enforcement, and all governing entities and persons exist to serve
us! NOT THE OTHER WAY AROUND! We tell them when to print money and when not to! NOT THE OTHER WAY AROUND!
THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS “NATIONAL DEBT”!

Selling U.S. Treasury bills is unnecessary as we the people are empowered and clearly defined as such in the United States Constitution to
mint our own currency. THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS “NATIONAL DEBT”!

1.

i.
The act of selling real property or interest in real property of the United States of
America to foreign entities, governments and persons is completely unnecessary and can even be construed as acts of treason!
THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS “NATIONAL DEBT”!
1.
The act of elected officials knowingly subjugating free born citizens to service foreign entities, persons and
governments in this manner is tantamount to turning over the nation, it’s interests, and it’s people to be ruled by
foreign powers. They are doing this in exchange for money and other personal benefits to themselves and to our
detriment and that of the true patriotic American interests! These persons are traitors and as a free born citizen, I
call for the arrests, trials and convictions of any and all persons selling real property interests, treasury bills or any
other form of creating indentured servitude to foreigners; of myself and all free born citizens of the United States of
America! THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS “NATIONAL DEBT”!

2.

6.
1.

2.

Toll ways are being constructed within the borders of the United States of America against my will and consent;
where the revenues go to persons in foreign nations and to foreign governing powers! This is an open act of treason
against the free born citizens of the United States of America and, as a free born citizen of this nation, I call for the
arrests, trials and convictions of all responsible persons! THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS “NATIONAL DEBT”!

ii.
I gave no and will never give consent to any public servant to borrow money in my
behalf! Therefore there is NO authorization or necessity of any governing person to print or sell United States Treasury bills!
THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS “NATIONAL DEBT”!

iii.
I concur with our founding fathers that we the people have the absolute right to mint
currency as necessary for the operations and solvency of this nation! Therefore, the act of creating and maintaining the Federal
Reserve by private persons creating a fictional “national debt” is by all the aforementioned and all accounts an act of open
treason against all free born citizens of the United States! I call for the people to seize the Federal Reserve and all assets!
These wicked persons have attacked the United States Constitution and all free citizens of the United States of America;
operated illegally within our borders and have attempted to subjugate and enslave us to their wills! If they do not willfully turn
over all assets to the people at once; they must be arrested immediately for treason! THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS
“NATIONAL DEBT”!

7.

Every time government controlled propaganda tells us that WE’RE broke; they are telling us they have discarded the United States
Constitution giving them direct authority to mint currency as necessary for the operations and solvency of this nation and are in fact publicly
and openly attempting to defraud hundreds of millions of us out of our earned wages and real property holdings! I CALL FOR THE
IMMEDIATE ARREST OF ALL SUCH PERSONS! THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS “NATIONAL DEBT”!

8.

Every time our elected public servants get on TV and tell us we can’t “afford” to pay for universal healthcare, universal education, social
security retirement and disability, or any other service that we the people have requested; they are telling us that they no longer represent
our interests, the interests of our welfare and that of our offspring! At the very least demand these incompetent and corrupt persons step
down from public service immediately!
1.
i.
Look at these bribe taking persons and study their lives! It is OPENLY known and
practiced that “lobbyists” aka bribers contribute to campaigns aka “bribe public officials” and these corrupt persons accept said
bribes to their personal benefit and our detriment!
1.
Deregulation of environmental standards increase profits for energy moguls (contributors/ bribers) but pollute air,
water and food supplies causing suffering and deaths for mass millions.

9.
1.

2.

Deregulation of monopolies in telecoms create strong government ties in government controlled media and illegal
spying and huge profits for the persons involved in both enterprises which now are politicians with direct corporate
ties like Dick Cheney.

3.

Lobbyists/bribers regularly “contribute” to politicians who then grant huge profitable “government contracts” to said
contributors.

4.

Although bribing public officials and accepting bribes as a public official is illegal; it is now done openly in the sight of
the whole world at the expense of all the rest of us! No one is arresting these insanely corrupt criminals! THERE IS
NO SUCH THING AS “NATIONAL DEBT”!

ii.
These persons have the audacity to get on television in between their multiple
vacations and luxurious living and tell the rest of us who are losing our homes, livelihoods and lives that we are “over burdening
the system”!
1.
It’s okay for them to pay themselves salaries in the top one percent of the nation!

2.

It’s okay for them to fatten their personal bank accounts and accept bribes overlooking monopolies to ever higher
increases in the cost of living for all the rest of us.

3.

It’s okay for them to take multiple vacations every year, dine sumptuously, get all kinds of perks and kickbacks to
have a great time on planet earth.

4.

BUT for all the rest of us:
1.
Work harder slave! YOU’RE in debt!

2.

Work longer slave! You don’t die quick enough after getting on “social security”

3.

Work till you die slave! You’re “over burdening the system”!

4.

Pay us tribute slave! Or we’ll break your doors down with shotguns armed and armored persons who put
you properly in your place under our illegal retaliatory arm of the IRS.

5.

You and your children and even your unborn children must work harder slaves! Pay more taxes slaves!
Serve us slaves! While we live lives of luxury less than .0001% of the population on earth can even
imagine!

5.

6.

6.

What’s more we’ll openly murder you and your children when we deem it necessary like 911 and blame
it on foreigners we’ve targeted for subjugation to our agenda of global domination and commandeering
of the natural resources on earth!

7.

Send YOUR sons and daughters to DIE slaves! While we get rich and horde the blood soaked bills of
the military industrial complex! We’ll get the oil and charge all the rest of you exorbitant prices for it; even
though it was the blood of your sons and daughters that commandeered it for us in the first
place! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VM5Yv-TbzJU

8.

Yup you retarded slaves! Can’t even look around at the trillions and trillions and trillions of dollars of
assets in every city across this nation and understand the simple truth that there is PUHLENTY of
money to do WHATEVER WE WANT! And we want to rule the world! So work till you drop dead slaves!

9.

If you’re no longer productive; you’re a “burden” to the “system” slave! (the system we(speaking of them)
designed and manage).

10.

THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS “NATIONAL DEBT”!

Let the brainwashing continue! (in their way of thinking)
1.
You must pay income tax – the 16th amendment was never ratified; it is unconstitutional and ILLEGAL
but the US government wields the IRS with dread and terror over the rest of us!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZKeaw7HPG04

2.

Your taxes pay for services that they provide – WRONG! we the people empowered ourselves to mint
currency as necessary to pay for all such services of government!

3.

YOU’RE in debt! WRONG! If THEY borrowed money; THEY’RE in debt!

Let the myths continue:
1.
Social security –
1.
i.
Pay into this public form of insurance for your benefit in case you become disabled or
miraculously live long enough in your overworked, underpaid, polluted, toxic environs to
actually reach the age of retirement

1.

The myth is you will get disability benefits if you become disabled; the reality is
many people are so disabled they end up homeless or dead unable to fight for
their own life in a bureaucratic nightmare of obstacles that many can’t suffer
through once they’re truly disabled

2.

The myth is you will get retirement benefits if you live long enough through the
many policies of death and destruction these days
(http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-oraccident/544721958940101) to make it to “retirement”; the reality is corrupt
politicians living in luxury want the world free from overpopulation; so they are
lobbying you to work harder even in old age to increase the death rate and pay
out no benefits at all just collect from you on top of the excessive tribute they
already extract from you in dozens of ways in the form of so many kinds of taxes
it’s virtually impossible to recite them all! http://whatistaxed.com/other_taxes.htm

3.

The myth is Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid will cover your necessities if you
become disabled or somehow survive to the age of retirement; the reality is not
only are you paid poverty level wages now for your slave labor; if you become
disabled you will get well below poverty level subsistence and while disabled in
need of more finances not less; politicians will have you believe Medicare and
Medicaid covers those expenses but the truth is you poor, foolish, brainwashed
slave, you won’t be able to afford to feed yourself; cloth yourself; pay rent; or in
any way take care of your worthless, disabled, burdensome self (by design with
hopes you DIE sooner than later; take it from someone who knows this
PERSONALLY); let alone pay for all the CO-PAYS; CO-INSURANCE
PREMIUMS or even be able to afford pain relieving medication for your poor,
disabled; possibly mutilated self! Because IT’S OKAY FOR THEM TO LIVE
LUXURIOUSLY WHILE YOU GET SLAVE WAGES AND IF YOU’RE NO
LONGER A PRODUCTIVE SLAVE TO LET YOU DIE ALONE IN AGONY! So get
with the program slave! WORK HARDER TO PAY EVEN MORE BECAUSE
THERE’S A “NATIONAL DEBT!”

4.

THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS “NATIONAL DEBT”!

5.
ii.
1.

2.

Medicare/Medicaid
Only APPROVED treatments and APPROVED medications for you
slave! THEY can choose whatever doctors; specialists; treatments;
medications; etc. THEY want; but you slave must accept treatments
that more often than not lead to an early demise!

Medical equipment like oxygen concentrators MUST be RENTED by
law not paid for; purchased and owned outright! This lobby has won!
A bribed politician got richer; oxygen providers get richer but joe blow
slave taxpayer gets poorer!

3.

If you get even poverty level income slave YOU will NOT get
Medicaid; it’s only for those so far below poverty level it’s a wonder
they can pay to fart; let alone live on the planet!

4.

If you’re not so poor you can’t even afford to call someone who cares;
you will NOT get Medicare and even if you did get some means of it;
you will still have premiums to pay; co-pays so high you can’t afford
to see a doctor in your time of distress; that is, if you didn’t exhaust
yourself to death in the near impossibility of finding any healthcare
provider that treats Medicare/Medicaid patients (at least with any
competence and compassion)

5.

The message will be all too clear when it’s your time to come slave –
DIE! DIE QUICKLY! YOU’RE A BURDEN TO THE SYSTEM, you
unprofitable slave! We’re not even going to give you pain relief as you
lie alone in your bed or on the streets in abject poverty and suffer to
death! (unless perhaps even a billionth of the rage I feel passes on to
healthy readers that will change things now RADICALLY for the
better)!

2.
7.

8.

The next time a politician has the audacity to raise taxes or tell you that you pay for public services while yet telling
you that you’re a burden to the system; I hope people are at least mad enough to tell that (*^&*(%&*%^*&%*^& to
step down! To be polite about it - Pray fervently that righteousness, honor and integrity be restored to all offices of
public trust and service. For if people in authority don’t recognize the plight and condition of the citizens entrusting
and empowering them; if things continue in this downward direction of oppression, greed, corruption and tyranny;
then perhaps the only message these corrupt, greedy, bribe taking individuals will understand is the one that comes
from justice! TRAITORS! When a citizen commits a crime or crimes they are charged with as many counts as there
are victims; so when politicians conspire to cover up murders and mass murders; frauds and embezzlements; and
systematically commit numerous offenses against hundreds of millions of innocent citizens by their individual and
corporate corruption and greed; then justice means real and serious consequences! EVERYONE; EVERYWHERE
REPEAT AFTER ME:

10.

THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS “NATIONAL DEBT”! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ZXFba1WRN4
2)

Greed is NOT good! It is the root of all evil! (1Timothy 6:9,10)

1.

Because of Greed people who think of themselves as decent individuals invest in corporations and entities that are exploiting other people
with slave wages and working conditions so they can return a profit to these willfully blind investors. Profit without accountability is the result

of Wall Street public trading and systematically robs and oppresses the poor working class (the 99% of the world’s population) while making
1% rich off their slave wages, suffering and deaths! Multi-nationals and public trading of stocks, options and speculation on commodities
must cease immediately if quality of life is to be restored to the masses! Small entities with conspicuous responsible individuals is the only
way to ensure living wages, accountability of actions of said entities, and bring together the employer and employees in a common
understanding that they both need each other for their livelihoods! A free market is great when there is a true and viable chance at real
competition; but monopolies with huge reserves make such a “free market” impossible as they can undercut any start-up even if they
sustain small losses in the process. This is the reality of huge monopolies with government ties; “free market” and real competition is
becoming a fictional topic in today’s society; a topic that is only historically accurate in describing our capitalistic culture.

2.

Because of Greed the only way to ensure quality education and healthcare for all citizens is to make it a right that is guaranteed by law!
Yes, socialized healthcare and education is a necessity in a culture that has become so greedy doctors blackmail citizens out of house and
home in their astronomical fees; insurance companies charge ever higher premiums even in a depression and then don’t keep their
contractual obligations when clients get ill; and the vast majority are left to suffer and die in agony unable to fight huge armies of sell-out
attorneys defending these oppressive giants as a result.

3.

Because of Greed people who think of themselves as decent individuals speculate on commodities that the world relies on for life
sustaining nourishment and as a result riots and revolutions ensue as people starve to death unable to afford even a loaf of bread on a
days’ wages!

4.

Because of Greed inexpensive grains such as corn, soy and even some vegetables are used for “bio-fuel” to brainwashed masses that
don’t realize they just did away with affordable food worldwide and left mass millions to starve to death all because they were led to believe
“bio-fuel” was the way to go by the deceitful advertisements that should have been promoting universal hydro-electric; solar powered
transits instead and left affordable commodities to feed the starving masses! (But due to the same Greed; innovations that make sense are
squashed in lieu of polluting the world by continued fossil fuel burning because the people with lots of money have made it this way and are
too drunk with selfishness and greed to change things for the better for us all).

5.

Because of Greed bio-diversity that saves ecologies and lives are done away with in lieu of the simplicity of using genetically modified
seeds sold to the corporate farming conglomerates to the degradation of the entire planet and systematic reduction in food supplies
worldwide as these insane individuals undercut small local farms in order to gain control of the world’s food supplies and ultimately then
charge whatever they like. If things continue in this manner unchecked a few persons will be literally able to dictate who lives and dies on
the planet by restricting food and water to any person or even nation(s) that doesn’t worship them as the new gods and goddesses in the
New World Order; paying them every last red cent in tribute to their unbridled GREED!

6.

Because of Greed food and water supplies are ACTIVELY being targeted and controlled by very few individuals worldwide now; cheap
genetically modified seeds today; exorbitant food and water prices once all competition is gone.

7.

Because of Greed RFID bio-chips have been manufactured to brand every item, every animal and even every person on earth – wake up
SLAVE! You are targeted for complete control by persons who have lost their minds in their insane greed and lust to rule the world!

8.

Because of Greed people who think of themselves as decent support wicked, greedy persons in politics just so they also can profit from
relations to said corrupt individuals!

9.

Because of Greed politicians pass laws and overlook crimes that adversely affect hundreds of millions of souls on earth causing suffering
and death in manifold multiple ways!

10.

Because of Greed some parents sell their own children into slavery or worse sexual abuse and death!

11.

Because of Greed some people kidnap children or buy them; cut off their hands and feet and turn them into professional beggars for life;
profiting from these atrocities!

12.

Because of Greed some parents pimp out their own offspring and because of Greed some women detest themselves as they turn to
prostitution by choice (because due to Greed they can’t find any live-able wages in honest labor).

13.

Because of Greed instead of cherishing the wisdom of elders, relatives excitedly wait for their deaths coveting properties and possessions
they didn’t work for or earn in any way to be given them in the misfortune or departure of a supposed loved one.

14.

Because of Greed some people don’t even wait for the demise but some beneficiaries actually plan and plot schemes of murder of their
benefactors to hasten inheritances or life insurance policies.

15.

Yes, because of Greed some people taking out life insurance policies are actually creating their own death warrants.

16.

Because of Greed CEOs and upper management of corporations make hundreds of millions of dollars to billions of dollars while the poor
slaves working for them are told they’re expendable and to accept slave wages, little or no benefits, arduous working conditions or they’ll be
replaced!

17.

Because of Greed politicians, pentagon officials, and almost everyone in power “fudges the books” to privately embezzle funds while they
publicly sentence poor men and women to lives of slavery in penal institutions for far lesser offenses.

18.

Because of Greed, drugs are approved, preservatives and additives that are known to cause chronic ailments and even death for human
consumption as regulators accept bribes to put these harmful substances on the market. And because of the same Greed pill-pushin’
quacks getting kickbacks force these harmful toxic poisons on their patients/victims.

19.

Because of Greed, doctors don’t tell their patients with gall or kidney stones that they can expel them naturally; instead they sell them on
the insane notion that removing body parts God gave you for your health is the solution because they make much more in the process.

20.

Because of Greed, medical practitioners worldwide make money off treating all the manifestations of poor health rather than creating
international wellness programs of inexpensive preventative maintenance for all citizens.

21.

Because of Greed, billions of citizens on earth are kept in ignorance about a genetic trait (currently called Wilson’s Disease and Hereditary
Hemachromatosis) that affects the blood and leads to all known serious to terminal medical conditions; when if they knew they would at
least have the choice of maintaining their health with fitting life style choices. Instead the pharmaceutical and medical industries make
billions and billions off “treating” the various manifestations which are all designed to make citizens habitually dependable on products not
designed to heal; but designed to make both entities huge profits in lifelong increased dependency. The two common laboratory early
warning signs of the blood degradation of this genetic trait is high blood pressure and high cholesterol which just happens to be the two
highest grossers for big Pharma worldwide!

22.

Because of Greed, human slave traffickers, drug traffickers, murderers, rapists, pedophiles and other serious offenders buy off police
officers, judges and lawyers and remain loose in society while some poor citizen gets life imprisonment trying to self medicate by taking
unregulated substances.

23.

Because of Greed wars have been started and are currently underway in which millions of innocent persons suffer, are displaced, tortured
and/or slain.

24.

Because of Greed and selfishness, people all over the world suffer so much lack they look for rags to wear in garbage heaps and so hungry
that not even the flies that wallow in their sewage streams these poor souls wade through are off the menu!

25.

Because of Greed people are murdered for a pair of shoes or a pack of cigarettes!

26.

Because of Greed people are so selfish they live in palaces and while living in such extravagance tell the persons they laid off in their greed
to go get a job and stop “free loading”!

27.

Because of Greed people are so selfish they have wardrobes the size of some retail outlets while people die of parasites from walking
shoeless in filthy slums!

bb. Because of Greed people spend millions of dollars storing items for years that they never see or use!

1.

Because of Greed landlords actually raise rents during economic recessions and depressions because so many people are losing their
homes that affordable rentals become scarce!

dd. Because of Greed politicians bail out millionaires and billionaires and let the vast majority be evicted so these few “connected” individuals can keep
their extravagant lifestyles.

1.

Because of Greed loan sharking bankers actually make the majority of their profits from cash strapped, impoverished, slave wage citizens!
(in overdraft fees, cash advances, and other emergency types of credit, further crushing the already oppressed masses)!

2.

Because of Greed politicians “fine” big corporations for damages done to the environment and citizens but none of those fines actually go to
aid the real victims.

3.

Because of Greed Insurance companies accept premiums lifelong but when a citizen client of theirs becomes chronically ill choose to either
slow pay, partially pay or not to pay at all for even covered expenses. They do this because they know sick persons are too ill to fight them
in court and very sick persons will soon be unable to pay the healthcare premiums let alone attorney fees fighting them!

hh. Because of Greed some doctors and nurses murder their patients and sell their organs to the highest bidders!

1.

Because of Greed these same doctors and nurses have been getting away with mass murder of innocent citizens and illegal organ
harvesting for decades by paying off attorneys, cops, and anyone who actually survives to keep silent through settlements and bribes!

2.

Because of Greed providers of energy and natural resources calculate that even a penny increase makes them millions of dollars because
politicians have allowed these persons to monopolize to such an extent that their personal profits are as large as some international GNPs!

3.

Because of Greed all the rest of us must ever pay higher and higher costs for the very same item or items we purchased yesterday until we
can no longer afford said item and are left to starve to death literally.

4.

Because of Greed persons in various places on earth have ALREADY been reduced to cannibalism!

5.

Because of Greed persons aspire to rule the world and even though they’re already billionaires desire to become trillionaires!

nn. Because of Greed people are reduced to begging only to be kicked, spit on, beaten, murdered, shunned, banished, arrested, ridiculed, mocked,
insulted and maltreated in every possible way by the very persons responsible for their misfortune in their unbelievable selfishness and shortsightedness in that could very easily be them!



oo. Because of Greed caste snobbery exists in unjustified arrogance that makes those who have money insanely think they are superior to those who
don’t.

pp. Because of Greed people buy their way into political office with an eye only to increase their personal wealth and stature; not with an eye to
leadership in service for the public they are supposed to care about
qq. Because of Greed mothers and fathers murder their own babies in abortion mills.

1.

Because of Greed doctors and nurses rip infants limb from limb while they’re still in the womb, crush their skulls and suck out the remains
all to profit from slaughtering the most innocent and defenseless.

2.

Because of Greed, I was poisoned over an extended period of time by my own wife (now ex); and because of Greed, doctors and nurses
instead of reporting her to authorities actually joined in additional homicide attempts on my life; because of Greed even law enforcement
officers instead of arresting these murderers decided to ALSO join in; having sex with my now ex-wife and expecting part pay-offs once the
life insurance policies paid out in addition to helping her defraud me of my estate in this whole process. www.blastthetrumpet.org

3.

Because of Greed the attacks on my life have left me in daily excruciating pain so severe, horrible malaise and weakness that I have not
only to fight to stay alive but to fight with all my strength to even find the will to endure my suffering moment by moment. (However that
same intense agony gives me the fury, during any "good" days to do everything I can to reach out and warn all the rest of humanity with the
hope public awareness will effect radical changes for the better!)

uu. Because of Greed I have experienced hell on earth in so many forms and fashions that my entire being screams throughout the Universe to all evil
doers, “REPENT! Or you will surely burn in hell with all your blood drenched pieces of paper; you call money!”

http://conservativeangle.com/60-minutes-bust-extortion-how-politicians-extract-your-money-buy-votes-and-line-their-own-pockets/

1.

Because of Greed every evil imaginable exists proving once again that God’s Word is absolutely true! “The love of money is the root of all
evil…” 1Tim 6:10 http://biblehub.com/1_timothy/6-10.htm

2.

People needed a religion to enable them to be so blood-thirsty, murderously greedy so most of the atrocities being perpetrated today are
increasing due to the theory of evolution; "survival of the fittest", and rise of the insane worldview/religion of atheism which is linked to the
slaughter of more people; especially infants than any other religion in the history of the world.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMWGgY6wT30&list=PL7F9B57EBDCCEECF8

3.

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/greed-has-terrible-consequences-not-just-for-the-oppressed-presently-butlasting/496283710450593

4.

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/propaganda/528691883876442

5.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zeY7BNWAkA

6.

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/greed-has-terrible-consequences-not-just-for-the-oppressed-presently-butlasting/496283710450593

7.

http://www.census.gov/econ/smallbus.html - until the 1% stops hoarding so much of the wealth; even small business owners are on a quick
path toward poverty and abject slavery. (billions are spent on their wars, and whatever programs they see fit); but how much funding is
actually pumped back into hard-working Americans, entrepenuers, innovators, inventors? (unless it is R&D for government funded military
programs) The 99% need to stop accepting how the 1% are treating them and need to gain some self respect and courage to stand up to
the greedy 1% oppressing the world and tell them where the funding is really needed! (Like a living wage and LOWER the cost of basic
staples by having farmers grow bio-diverse crops (instead of paying them not to (because them and their rich buddies have bought
futures/options and scarcity drives the prices up; making them richer even though people starve to death as a result -

https://www.google.com/search?q=government+pays+farmers+not+to+farm&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=government+pays+&aqs
=chrome.1.69i57j0l5.5669j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8) And also fixing crude low (so transit costs go down and
goods can remain low for the poorest citizens - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZFO1tq5OeI

After seeing propaganda both on and offline denigrating those fast food workers, I have become plenty angry at just how ignorant masses of people
are allowing the wealthy elite to get away with oppressing honest laborers! Perhaps a dozen or more memes appear on my facebook wall daily
mocking those who work for minimum wage and especially in the fast food industry. Rather than begrudging honest workers a living wage, you
shouldn't settle for low wages either! http://thechoice.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/04/27/one-in-two-new-college-graduates-i-jobless-orunderemployed/?_r=0 For far too long the 1% by greed have been hoarding more and more of the wealth; while working Americans (including those
on minimum wage) make less and less. the 99% SHOULD BE FOR minimum wage increase AND raises for skilled labor across the board! instead of
making the oppression of the 1% seem acceptable by denigrating honest laborers; even those "flipping burgers". In fact, I wonder how many who think
"flipping burgers" is so menial and so easy that those doing it deserve slave wages far below the poverty level; could actually stand behind a hot grill on
their feet 8 or more hours a day and keep up with a 12, 24 or 48 patty turn and slam that many patties down consistently every 90 seconds for 1 or
more hours during the rush hours of lunch and dinner. I wager most whining about how easy and insignificant these jobs supposedly are couldn't do
them! (Have you ever watchedundercover boss on television? http://www.cbs.com/shows/undercover_boss/ Virtually all of the CEOs cannot do the
jobs of those working for them (and making them rich)!

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=604551092955664&set=a.495770773833697.1073741828.495680573842717&type=1&theater

Americans (and most all the working poor the world over) are LONG overdue for a significant minimum wage increase! Especially in the service
industry! National debt can be eliminated simply by taking back our right to mint our own currency and stop borrowing from the private
banksters http://aattp.org/if-the-minimum-wage-rose-with-the-pay-of-the-top-1-it-would-be-nearly-23hour/ The minimum wage could be raised to a
livable standard without raising the cost of commodities; if only the 1% were not so damn greedy (the REASON why we have to force them to pay a
living wage by LAW with financial consequences for not doing so)! just look at CEO increases over the last 40 years, compared to minimum wage
increases over the same period. We could have proper wages AND low cost goods if the people at the highest levels stopped hoarding all the wealth to
themselves! And the tired argument that minimum wage jobs are not supposed to be livable violates the very reason for minimum wage and a proper
understanding of what corporate greed has done to jobs in America; in its systematic approach to creating larger profits at all costs; which included the
rapid disappearance of benefits, pensions, and lower wages, poorer working conditions, and overseas migration to slave labor; laying off millions of
Americans in the process. If you are not familiar with the fact that highly educated persons are now competing for minimum wage
jobs;http://thecontributor.com/40-americans-now-make-less-1968-minimum-wage you do not realize the severity of the problem of just what GREED is
doing to our nation and the people in it and around the world. You might check the references in this note:http://www.facebook.com/notes/michaelswenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-accident/544721958940101 and try to understand that economics 101 at a collegiate level is just brainwashing by
the ruling elite; because prices of all goods are set by the billionaires and trillionaires telling the rest of the world it's acceptable to work for slave wages
that demand 2 and 3 jobs just to pay their excessive bills for goods and services already! In addition by not paying a living
wage http://lowpayisnotok.org/1205-reich corporate greed causes increased taxation as they put impoverished working citizens in need of assistance
programs totaling billions of dollars annually. So if you are a citizen against raising minimum wage; then don't complain about higher and higher taxes
as YOU supplement the greedy wealthy who refuse to PAY a proper wage to all those who are making them
RICH! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZFO1tq5OeI It will only get worse if the public falls for the political bias the wealthy oppressors create in this
regard using the Hegelian principle (in distracting you with "two" party politics (ruled by ONE GREED); to make a living wage seem distasteful by
calling it a liberal issue when it is a human rights issue and has absolutely nothing to do with two or many political parties, but is directly caused by
GREED of the wealthy against the poor) as their enslavement and depopulation agenda marches on.
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I thank GOD for every kind and generous act on earth; it is these acts of love manifest in all its forms that makes living on the planet even slightly
bearable despite the hell that greedy persons are creating in their selfish destruction of themselves and everything around them like insatiable black
holes of bottomless darkness and evil. The abyss they were during incarnation showing they are part of the kingdom of hell and hell bound every such
person will go; unless they invite the True Light of JESUS CHRIST into their souls in Truth and learn from God how to become part of the Kingdom of
Heaven giving generously, unpretentiously, willfully, just because it is the right thing to do as the sons and daughters of the Most High GOD!
And so I pray weeping, may mankind collectively decide to create Heaven on earth instead of hell; by sharing with each other! Stop being so selfish
hording multiple homes, cars, clothes, and things of no consequence whatsoever to yourselves while souls are left destitute in slums dying in the
streets! Stop storing treasures in buildings that will have no worth whatsoever in eternity and instead for such a very small sum save a soul today that
will shine with you forever!
Instead of raping, robbing, pillaging, plundering, insatiably consuming and murdering one another; the earth and everything in it; Give! Replenish!
Replant! Resupply all good things! This is the first instruction God gave mankind in the Holy Bible!http://biblehub.com/genesis/1-28.htm (please
understand that our Creator made us stewards of all life on the planet! and He holds us responsible for tending it well; so plant fruit and nut trees and
bushes, gardens, don't just consume all your life; give back so that you may be blessed by our Creator!) DO IT and EVERYONE will be MUCH
HAPPIER!
Thank you; all who love GOD and are showing it; and to the rest; even those who have done me great personal injury and offense, I will ever hope and
think that you will finish far better men and women than you began as; by allowing the Holy Power of GOD, the Holy Ghost to work within and upon you
and by following God’s Instructions for Life contained in the Holy Bible; and I trust you all are praying the same for me. I pray that not only will the best
of humanity become even better in thoughts, words and deeds, but that even the worst deeds; done by the most selfish and sinister, will perish
forgotten forever as even those who have done great evil repent and chose to live now and forever as the true sons and daughters of the Most High
GOD!
“Be you Perfect, as Your FATHER in HEAVEN is PERFECT!” (Mt 5:48) The Words of our Living LORD and REIGNING KING, JESUS CHRIST,
YAHOSHUAH AM MESCHIACH. Amen!!!!HALLELUJAH!!!!!!!!!!!!Amen!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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